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Abstract :  Now a day’s digital security is most promising issue. It is necessary to safeguard the massive data of governments, 

military, banks and other dissimilar organizations. In this paper various vulnerabilities of cyber security is formulated and at the 

same time various measures are formulated to safeguard the data from various security attacks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. What is cyber security?  

Digital security is the name for the shields taken to stay away from or lessen any disturbance from an assault on information, 

PCs or cell phones [1]. Digital security covers shielding classification and protection, so the accessibility and trustworthiness of 

info, the two of which are crucial for quality and wellbeing of consideration. Safety ruptures may be happen when we utilize 

paper records, to send data utilizing fax  machineries and even in words. Nonetheless, the outcomes of security breaks with 

advanced data are maybe undeniably progressively serious, as data can be circulated all the more effectively and to a far more 

extensive gathering of people. Digital ruptures are exorbitant – as far as cost, recuperation time and over harm to notoriety. In a 

Government Cyber Breaches Survey in 2017, 46% of organizations revealed a digital break or assault. This is the reason for 

digital security is a high essential for business and why all staff must know about how to execute defensive measures. People 

ought to likewise fundamental digital security shields for individual use and while taking part in the administration and their 

consideration and support. Enhancing Cyber security is an always showing signs of change zone and once in a while can appear 

to be very befuddling. Nonetheless, there are numerous successful and generally basic advances that can be taken to ensure data 

and secure you and your association. Taking some straightforward activities and rehearsing safe practices will lessen online 

dangers. 

1.2 Background 

Digital Security is a worldwide test, policy creators worldwide are striving to address security difficulties of the internet. The 

internet presents one of a kind security challenges; worldwide reach of pervasive systems, speed, purviews and requirement and 

so forth. Cybercrime and digital security are two issues that can barely be isolated. A multi-partner approach is required to 

address the issues of digital security and cybercrime [2].  
 

ITU characterizes Cyber security as the accrual of devices, strategies, security methods, security safeguards, rules, chance of 

admin methods, actions, preparing, for best performs, and validation and inventions can be used to ensure digital ailment and  for 

client's benefits. Connotation and client's benefits integrate processing gadgets, staff, foundation, applications, broadcast 

communication systems, and the whole of conveyed as well as put  data in the digital condition. Cyber security actions assure the 

contentment and upkeep of the security belongings of the connotation and client's gains alongside important security chances in 

the digital condition. 

 

1.3. Typical cyber attacks –passive and active attacks 

 

Figure 1.3.1: Passive and active attacks 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.4 Typical cyber attacks   

 

 Denial-of-service (DOS): It is an attack meant to shut down a machine or network, making it inaccessible to its intended 

users by flooding it with traffic. 

 Defacement: Website defacement is an attack on a website that changes the visual appearance of the site.Defacement attack 

is completed by supplanting the unfortunate casualty's website page with a wrong material for example obscene, political 
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 Malware: A malware attack is a type of cyber attack in which malware or malicious software performs activities on the 

victim's computer system, usually without his/her knowledge. 

 Spam: It is the electronic version of junk mail. It involves sending unwanted messages, often unsolicited advertising, to a 

large number of recipients. 

 Phishing: It is a type of social engineering attack often used to steal user data, including login credentials and credit card 

numbers. 

 

Digital crime doing can be characterized as any wrongdoing with the assistance of PC and media transmission innovation with 

the motivation behind affecting the working of PC or PC framework. It is assessed that there are more than 600 million clients 

associated with the web and email today. With the blast in internet business and e-administration, the digital violations represent a 

genuine risk to advance the data age. Digital crime doing can be of three classifications, in particular, against individual, property 

and government.  

 Against people: These violations incorporate different wrongdoings, for example, hassling anybody with the utilization of a 

PC that could be by means of email, digital stalking and transmission of tyke sex entertainment. A standout amongst the most 

critical digital violations realized today incorporates scattering of revolting material including erotic entertainment, dealing, 

conveyance, posting, and obscene presentation, and youngster sex entertainment.  

 Against property: These wrongdoings incorporate, PC vandalism, transmission of destructive projects and unapproved 

ownership of electronic data and unapproved PC trespassing through the internet.  

 Against government: a particular sort of wrongdoing in this classification is digital psychological warfare. This wrongdoing 

shows itself into fear based oppression when an individual or a gathering of individuals splits into an administration or 

military-looked after site. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Here numerous digital safety systems to battle the digital safety assaults. So the following segment talks about a portion of the 

well known strategies to hostage the digital assaults. 

 

2.1 Authentication 

 

The process of distinctive pre-user and ensuring that the discrete is a alike who he/she professes. A systematic approach for 

validation through web is username and secret phrase. With the growth announced instances of incorrect digital doing by 

wholesale fraud through web, the associations have made extensive plans for confirmation like One Time Password (OTP), was 

recommend it is a secret word will be used one time in a minute and sent to the client as a SMS or an email at the used 

number/email address that he have determined among the enlistment process. It is known as two-factor verification approach and 

requires two sort of proof to validation a person to provide additional security for confirmation [1]. Some other prevalent 

procedures for two-way validation are: biometric info, physical token, and so forth are related to username and secret key. The 

validation turns out to be progressively essential in way today the worldwide associations has changed the manner in which the 

business has to be say, 25 years ago. Here workplaces present the world over, and a typical may need an entrance which is 

available in a concentrated separate. Or on the other hand a worker is telecommuting and not utilizing the workplace intranet and 

needs an appearance to some specific document present in the workplace arrange. Framework needs authorization of  the client 

and dependent on accreditations for clients, could possibly give access to the used to the data he asked. The way toward offering 

access to a person to specific assets dependent on the certifications of an individual is known as approval and regularly this 

procedure is run connected at the hip with approval. Presently, one can without much of a stretch comprehend the job of solid 

secret key for approval to guarantee digital security as a simple secret phrase has a reason for security defect and might take the 

entire association at high hazard. In this way, the secret phrase arrangement of an association ought to be to such an extent that 

workers are compelled to utilize solid passwords (in excess of 12 characters and mix of lowercase and capitalized letters in order 

alongside statistics and unique characters) and provoke client to change their secret phrase habitually [2]. In a portion of the 

greater associations or an association which bargains in touchy data like guard offices, money related organizations, arranging 

commissions, and so on a half breed verification framework is utilized which consolidates both the username and secret phrase 

alongside equipment safety efforts like biometric framework, and so forth. A part of the bigger associations moreover use VPN 

(Virtual Private Network), is the technique to offer secure access through security certification to the organization over web. 
 

2.2 Encryption 
This approach is used to change the info in fragmented shape earlier convey into the web. Like the individual who have key to 

convert it into understandable frame and access it. So encryption might be considered as a procedure to secure the info by altering 

over it to complex codes utilized for scientific intentions [3]. Here code is complex to point out even in the more dominant PC 

will get a reprieve the code. So code securely be conveyed through web to the goal. Gatherer, in the waken of accepting the info 

can decipher it utilizes the key, the interpreting of intricate code to exceptional content utilizing key has decoding. Often the alike 

key is utilized to bolt and opens the info, it is known as symmetric key encryption. 
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Figure 1: Encryption 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In symmetric key encryption, subsequent to coding of info, the key is sent to the client by means of some other method like 

postal administration, phone, and so on assuming that key acquired by the programmer, the security of the info is imperiled [5]. 

Key passage is a perplexing assignment in the fact that the security of key broadcast is itself an problem. To dodge the 

conversation of key a technique is deviated key encryption, so called open key encryption, is used. Topsy-Turvy key encryption is 

used to encode and unscramble info. Every user posse’s two keys viz. public key and private key. As the name suggest, the public 

key of every user is known to everyone but the private key is known to the particular user, who own the key, only. Suppose 

sender A wants to send a secret message to receiver B through internet. A will encrypt the message using B’s public key, as the 

public key is known to everyone [4]. When the communication data is scrambled, the communicated data can securely be sent to 

B over web. When the communicated data is got by B, he will provide his private key to unscramble the communicated data and 

recovers the first communicated data. 

2.3 Digital signatures  
Approval is a process of authorizing the material of an documentation. The electronic scripts approve the info it utilizes for 

confirmation. The progressive mark is scrambling the info with private key of sender. Encoded info is merged along the first 

communicated data and sent through the web to the goal. The addressee can decode the scripts with the general population key of 

the sender. Now a days the unscrambled message is compared and the first communicated data. Of course that both are same, it 

means that info isn't strengthened and further validness of the sender is confirmed as private key can encode the info which was 

decoded by his own key [6]. In that methodology the info is tempered while broadcast, it is effectively accepted by the recipient 

as the info won't be checked.  

                                                                            Figure 2: Digital signature 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

3.1 Counter Cyber Security Initiatives followed in India to Safeguard the Resources of Information System 

 

3.1.1 Establishment of National Counter Terrorism Center 

After 26/11 attack in 2008, abruptly the government of india realized the importance of Counter terrorism initiatives and 

proposed National Counter Terrorism Center (NCTC) to provide intelligence inputs to the decision makers to plan for counter 

terrorist activities. The NCTC is supposed to coordinate between various State and Central govt. agencies and serve as a single 

and effective point of control and coordination of all counter terrorism measures. It is modeled on the American NCTC and 

Britain’s Joint Terrorism Analysis Centre will derive its controls from the Illegal Actions Prevention Act, 1967 (Mrunal, 2012).  

 

3.1.2 Implementation of National Information Security Assurance Programme (NISAP) 

To make the mindfulness among the general population in the administration and basic area association, CERT-In taken 

activity called National Information Security Assurance Program (NISAP), to create and execute data security arrangement and 

data security greatest practices dependent on ISO/IEC 27001 for insurance of their framework. CERT-in has built up the office 

for electronic Forensics examination of digital wrongdoings to give hands on preparing to the law requirement offices legal 

executive. This framework is being expanded to incorporate system crime scene investigation and portable legal sciences 
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examination office. CERT-In is collaborating with safeguard, banks, legal executive and regulation authorization offices 

preparing authorities just as broadening the help in examination of digital wrongdoings (Srinath, 2006). 

3.1.3 Computer Emergency Response Team-India(CERT-In) 

The Indian Computer Emergency Response Team was made in 2004 by Department of Information Technology. The reason 

for making CERT-In was to react to PC security occurrences, give an account of vulnerabilities and advance successful IT 

security rehearses all through the nation and is likewise in charge of administering organization of the IT demonstration (CERT-

In, 2014). 

3.1.4 Establishment of Indo US Cyber Security Forum (IUSCSF) 

The India-US Cyber Security Forum was built up in 2001 and devoted to ensuring the basic framework of the information 

based economy. The individuals from the discussion are different government and private segment associations, both from India 

and the United States, working under the Forum’s auspices, have identified risks and common concerns in cyber security and 

crafted an action-oriented work plan on securing networked information systems. The Forum focuses on cyber-security, cyber-

forensics and related research and works towards enhancing co-operation among law enforcement agencies on both sides in 

dealing with cyber crime. Defense services of both the countries will enhance their interaction through exchange of experience in 

organizational, technological, and procedural aspects. Ongoing co-operation between India’s STQC and the US National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST) will develop to new zones including harmonization of principles. CII and their US partner 

have chosen to set up an India Information Sharing and Analysis Center (ISAC) and India Anti-Bot Alliance („bot‟ alludes to 

programming that can be entrusted to attack PCs and attempt malevolent exercises remotely for the benefit of programmers) 

(Press Information Bureau, 2006). 

3.1.5 National Cyber Coordination Centre (NCCC) 

 National Cyber Coordination Center is a planned digital security and e-observation organization in India. It’s planned to 

monitor correspondence large-data and co-ordinate the knowledge gathering exercises of different organizations. A portion of the 

parts of NCCC incorporate a digital assault aversion methodology, digital assault examinations and preparing, and so forth. 

3.1.6 Botnet Cleaning Center 

 As a piece of the Digital India program, Government is locating a middle form will distinguish vindictive projects like “botnets‟ 

also, enable individuals to expel such unsafe virtual products from their gadgets. The Government is preparing "botnet‟ cleaning 

and malware investigation focus" as per reports. Botnet is a system of malevolent programming. Which takes data, for controlling 

of gadget capacity and complete digital assaults like Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDOS). 

3.1.7 E-mail policy of Government of India 

 Now days Email is regarded as the real well-spring correspondence among people,  association too. The equivalent smears to 

Govt. of India (GOI) too. Email has turned out to be significant method of correspondences for whole government. With 

expanding utilization of Emails discuss amongst various Govt. Offices, the Email Policy was set somewhere near Government of 

India (GOI) in October 2013. Here we cover a portion of critical condition of strategy, per-users were instructed to download 

approach from Department with respect to Electronics and IT site. 

3.1.8 Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) 

The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) is a service of Government of India. An inside service, it’s basically in charge of the 

upkeep of inner security and household arrangement. Per-users are counseled to peruse yearly report of the Ministry of Home 

Affairs. The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) diverse obligations, the essential being-interior security with them, outskirt the 

board, Centre State dealings, organization of Union Territories, the executives of Central Armed Police Forces, debacle the board, 

and so on. 

IV. RESULTS & ANALYSIS 

 

Table 4.1: Percentage of vulnerability before implementing Security Measures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Percentage of  vulnerability before implementing Security Measures 

S.No. Type of attack / Secure Zone Percentage of vulnerability  

1 Safe Zone  91% 

2 Denial-of-service 2.5% 

3 Defacement 1.5% 

4 Malware 2% 

5 Spam 1.5% 

6 Phishing 1.5% 
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Figure 4.1: Pie Chart representing percentage of vulnerability before implementing Security Measures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.2: Percentage of vulnerability before implementing Security Measures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Pie Chart representing percentage of vulnerability after implementing Security Measures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In paper I discussed about the measures to be followed about the implementation of information security. Before following the 

security measures the vulnerability due to attacks were 9%. After the implementation of security measures the vulnerability 

reduced to 6% , so that security enhance was done. 
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4 Malware 1.6% 
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6 Phishing 0.6% 
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